Quality assurance breast phantoms for screen-film mammography: design and use.
Used properly, well-designed breast phantoms are a very useful part of the mammography QA program. However, they should be designed specifically for the purpose. The principles involved are discussed and illustrated by the design of the unit shown in figure 1. QA phantoms also must be applied appropriately. Procedures are described for checking the consistency of film density, evaluating image quality, and checking phototimer operation. The simple film density measurement test (table 2) also provides a useful check on the constancy of patient dose levels. However, errors may result when QA phantoms are used for dosimetry, primarily because their composition differs from that of the mixture BR12, which is usually taken as the standard for dosimetry measurement. Procedures are described for computing average glandular dose, as well as measuring the two required quantities: the beam HVL and the exposure in air required for proper film density.